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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZUweCNmEg0
BOOKS OF QUALITY
The professionalism and quality of
implementation of e-Center were
honored on June 17 at the Ecole
Estienne, on the occasion of the
award of the highly coveted
Golden quadrat digital ITAB 2010
awarded by (Company manufacturing managers of printing).
The label that embodies the quality and expression of the technical
and aesthetic excellence, and
reward the courage and quality of
photo books, played on the competition by the book Tanneries
Haas.
Pascal Lenoir, President of the ITAB
and Alain Eon, president of the jury
of the 2010 Golden quadrat
handed the award to our company, allowing us to confirm the
recognition of professionals.

ture tanks Biogas in India. The implementation of such a project
now enables e-Center to offer
customers sustainable actions and
products more responsible.
Carbon offsetting e-Center: 7.3
biogas tanks built to avoid tons of
CO2 annually 5 each or 365.4
tonnes of CO2.
REFERENCES
Our customers are our best reference. For this, we them with our
knowledge and responsiveness in
order to offer their books on measurement. We adapt to each project and make every effort to
meet the quality and timeliness
expected.
E-CENTER & TECNOGRAF

RESPECT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Feeling concerned by the impact
of its activities on the environment,
e-Center has decided to conduct
a carbon footprint of its C02 emissions. In compensation, the company supports efforts to manufac-

After few years of cooperation ECenter continue to grow up in the
market with quality and performance. TECNOGRAF with this case
history in France keep the way to
open new door and work with this
customer for optimize his solution.

With new investment on printing
machine like HP E-Center become
a customer leader in photobook
production quality and small edition for his market. The choice of
TECNOGRAF Tower Casing in machine after few years of production show to them and to us that
the choice was correct and that
the final investment was the right in
terms of quality, out put and performance, comparing the price.
TOWER Casing in Solution.
The pioneer in the Digital Hard
Cover Book production
The TOWER Casing in Machine
represent today a real integrate
Solution for who produce books in
high quality for the traditional
market and for the new photo
Books or Books printed with digital
Technology. Few customer already
are using TOWER and most of them
are leader in the market for this
kind of product. TECNOGRAF during 2007 was the first manufacturer to consider the hard cover

technology for the digital market.
Already other company are follow
us in this area but the efforts require from this kind of machine are
completely different from what the
traditional market is offering.
With near 60 installation of TOWER
in the world, it represent a serious
and potential solution for all
company that desire to start his
hard cover book production. The
strong construction of TOWER give
to every customer the opportunity
to obtain high quality with a right
investment. What we can offer
more than our competitors : experience in this market and results !
Performance and Technology; one
example : MCS ( Management
Control
System
).
MCS
(management control system) is a
TECNOGRAF software to control all
units of the casing-in machine
“TOWER” from an extra computer.
It is based on Solid Works. This software is able to accept JDF formats and memorize 1000 different

Formats. Via an internet
connection it is possible to connect the machine to the TECNOGRAF service portal and check the
status of every unit. All adjustments
conducted by the machine
operator directly at the TOWER
can be handled at the extra
control station equipped with
MCS. Errors that occur while producing are shown on the MCS
display. Furthermore the system is
equipped with temperature
control, pressure control and adjustment control for checking the
correct position of the motor after
the format changes. The MCS
system displays the correct tool set
according to the book format
indicated by the operator.

Choose the right Solution : choose
TECNOGRAF.
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cover book production. The strong construction of TOWER give to
every customer the opportunity to obtain high quality with a right
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example : MCS ( Management Control System ). MCS
(management control system) is a TECNOGRAF software to control
all units of the casing-in machine “TOWER” from an extra computer.
It is based on Solid Works. This software is able to accept JDF formats
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and check the status of every unit. All adjustments conducted by
the machine operator directly at the TOWER can be handled at the
extra control station equipped with MCS. Errors that occur while
producing are shown on the MCS display. Furthermore the system is
equipped with temperature control, pressure control and adjustment control for checking the correct position of the motor after
the format changes. The MCS system displays the correct tool set
according to the book format indicated by the operator.

